
JEDDAH: Family and friends of Jamal Khashoggi said
funeral prayers in Saudi Arabia and Turkey on Friday for
the Saudi journalist killed by agents of his own govern-
ment, in a case that has sparked a global outcry and mired
the kingdom in crisis. The Saudi public prosecutor said on
Thursday it would seek the death penalty for five suspects
in the murder inside the country’s Istanbul consulate on
Oct 2. They did not provide names but at least two are
senior officials closely associated with Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman.

In an unusual measure against an important security
and economic partner, the US Treasury imposed econom-
ic sanctions on 17 Saudis, including Saud Al-Qahtani, the
crown prince’s former top adviser. Riyadh maintains that
Prince Mohammed had nothing to do with the murder,
even as Turkey and some Western allies, including US
President Donald Trump, have said ultimate responsibility
lies with him as the country’s de facto ruler. Changing
Saudi accounts of the murder, including initial denials,
have been met with scepticism abroad.

Tens of thousands of worshippers at Makkah’s Grand
Mosque and the Prophet’s Mosque in Madinah,
Khashoggi’s hometown, joined in prayers for the
deceased, though the imams did not name him. In Istanbul,
mourners raised their hands in prayer outside Fatih
Mosque. An imam recited Quranic verses under a tent set
up to protect against the rain, and Khashoggi’s friends
eulogized him. “What we heard yesterday from the Saudi
public prosecutor is not the justice we were expecting or
waiting for, but represents injustice itself,” said Ayman
Nour, a liberal Egyptian politician.

An adviser to Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan
called for Prince Mohammed to distance himself from the
legal proceedings. “There is no chance to have a court
proceeding that is independent from the crown prince in
Saudi Arabia,” said Yasin Aktay. For weeks, Khashoggi’s

family has urged Saudi and Turkish authorities to find his
remains and hand them over for burial, but the Saudi
prosecutor said their whereabouts are unknown. Islamic
tradition places immense importance on the proper han-
dling of the dead, mandating quick burial. The revelation
that the body was dismembered has thus been particu-
larly disturbing.

The decision to hold prayer services in the absence of
a body suggests the family does not expect it to be recov-
ered. Khashoggi’s son, Salah, met the king and crown
prince in Riyadh last month to receive condolences along
with other relatives. He then departed for Washington
after a travel ban was lifted and told CNN on Nov. 5 that
he wanted to bury his father in Madinah with the rest of
the family. “We just need to make sure that he rests in
peace,” Salah said. “Until now, I still can’t believe that he’s
dead. It’s not sinking in with me emotionally.”

Khashoggi’s fiancee, Hatice Cengiz, a Turkish
researcher who had waited outside the Istanbul consulate
for hours on the day he was killed and alerted the authori-
ties and the media when he never left the building, called
last week for Muslims around the world to perform the
funeral prayer for him. On Thursday, she tweeted a selfie
of Khashoggi outside the Prophet’s Mosque in Madinah
mosque, writing: “Dear Jamal.. rest in peace. We will meet
in heaven inshallah (God willing)..!” Cengiz and Khashoggi
met at a conference in Istanbul in May and soon decided
to wed. He had entered the consulate that day to obtain
documents proving an earlier marriage had ended. 

The pair purchased an apartment in Istanbul and
Khashoggi was planning to live between there and
Washington, where he moved 18 months earlier fearing
reprisals for his views. He obtained US residency and
wrote for the Washington Post, becoming familiar to many
American policymakers. “I have left my home, my family
and my job, and I am raising my voice. To do otherwise

would betray those who languish in prison,” he wrote in
Sept 2017, referring to intellectuals, activists and clerics
arrested under Prince Mohammed. 

His murder has provoked the biggest political crisis
in a generation for Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil
exporter and a supporter of Washington’s plans to

contain Iranian influence across the Middle East. It has
also tarnished the image of Prince Mohammed, who
has pushed social and economic reforms while crack-
ing down on dissent, upending the delicate balance
inside the ruling family, and leading the country into
messy conflicts in Yemen and Qatar. — Reuters
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ISTANBUL: People hold banners of Jamal Khashoggi during a symbolic funeral prayer for the Saudi journalist, killed and dismembered in the Saudi consulate in Istanbul in October, at the courtyard of Fatih mosque in Istanbul. — AFP 

Funeral prayers held for Khashoggi
Remains still unknown; Turkey still unsatisfied

MAKKAH: Muslims gather around the Kaaba, Islam’s holiest shrine, at the Grand Mosque in, Islam’s holiest shrine, at the
Grand Mosque in Saudi Arabia’s holy city of Makkah on November 16, 2018, to take part in the absentee funeral prayer for
Saudi journalist Jamaal Khashoggi.  — AFP 

LONDON: To leave, or not to leave: More than two and a half
years since the United Kingdom voted to exit the EU, that is
still the question. The crisis in Prime Minister Theresa May’s
government over her draft Brexit divorce deal has stirred
interest in the possibility that the United Kingdom could
change its mind, or ‘regrexit’. In the June 23, 2016 referendum,
17.4 million voters, or 52 percent, backed Brexit while 16.1 mil-
lion, or 48 percent, backed staying in the bloc. But ever since,
opponents of Brexit have been exploring ways to hold another
referendum. May has repeatedly said there will not be another
referendum on membership and the leader of the main opposi-
tion party, Jeremy Corbyn, has indicated he is also not in favor.
So what is the path to a second vote?

May’s Brexit plan fails
The first step, according to campaigners, is that parliament

rejects May’s draft divorce deal. To leave the EU on the terms
of her deal, May would need the backing of parliament. The
size of the rebellion inside her Conservative Party and the
anger of her allies in the Northern Irish Democratic Unionist
Party indicate she would have trouble passing the deal, even
with significant support from Labour Party lawmakers. “I sus-

pect it will get to parliament and parliament will vote it down
and once that happens it will be game on for a People’s Vote,”
said Hugo Dixon, deputy chair of the People’s Vote campaign
group, which wants another referendum. “Voting down a deal
does not mean we crash out no deal at all; it means we are
highly likely to move to a People’s Vote with an option to stay
in the EU,” Dixon said. “The no deal scenario is not likely,”

UK political crisis
The collapse of May’s deal would thrust the United

Kingdom deeper into crisis. Three of the four former British
prime ministers still alive - John Major, Tony Blair and Gordon
Brown - have said a second referendum is the way to resolve
the crisis. “I still believe it is possible that Brexit is stopped,”
Blair told Reuters last month. The opposition Labor Party,
which is also divided over Brexit, has indicated it would seek
to trigger a national election if May failed to get parliamentary
approval. But to secure an election, two thirds of the 650 law-
makers in parliament would have to vote for one. Another way
is if a motion of no confidence in the government is passed.
There is then a 14-day grace period in which to pass an act of
confidence in a new government. If there is no vote of confi-
dence in that new government, then a new election must be
held within about 17 working days, according to the Institute
of Government. Brexit campaigners think Labor would fail to
trigger an election.

After what would have been weeks of crisis and the failure
of various other options - an election, a new prime minister,
attempts to renegotiate with the EU - parliament would finally
demand a new referendum. The exact mechanism is unclear

but lawmakers could vote for a motion calling for a new refer-
endum as a way out of the deadlock. That would have to be
backed up by legislation calling a referendum.

Asking the EU for time
Holding a referendum would take months so the European

Union would have to be asked for more time as the United
Kingdom is currently on course to leave at 2300 GMT on
March 29, 2019. Key to asking for more time is the question of
whether the United Kingdom could withdraw Article 50 of the
Treaty of Lisbon nearly two years after May invoked it. As the
clause has never been used before, lawyers have a diverse
range of opinions on its reversibility or not. But the British
diplomat who drafted the clause, John Kerr, has repeatedly
argued that it can be reversed. “The die is not irrevocably cast,
there is still time and, until the UK has left the EU, the Article
50 letter can be withdrawn,” Kerr, who was British ambassa-
dor to the EU from 1990 to 1995, said in “The Roadmap to a
People’s Vote”. Judges at the European Union’s highest court
will hear a case on the Brexit process on Nov 27, reviewing
whether Britain could unilaterally withdraw its decision to
leave the EU.

What would the people say?
Unclear. Many supporters of Brexit say that holding such a

vote would thrust the United Kingdom into its biggest ever
constitutional crisis, and possibly even provoke disorder.
While polls and academic research show that the country
remains divided, a survey of 20,000 voters published this
month showed it would vote to stay in the EU. Many surveys

ahead of the vote incorrectly predicted that Britain would vote
to stay in the club it joined in 1973. But a vote to leave in a
second referendum would surely mean the country would
have to leave.

What would be on ballot?
It’s not clear, of course. Jo Johnson, younger brother of

Boris, resigned from the government earlier this month, calling
for another referendum. People should be asked “whether they
want to go ahead with Brexit now that we know the deal that
is actually available to us, whether we should leave without
any deal at all, or whether people on balance would rather
stick with the deal we already have inside the European
Union”, he said. Supporters of Brexit say having two options
for Brexit and one for remain would be unfair as it would split
the vote for Brexit.

Love EU again?
The prospect of the world’s fifth largest economy returning

to the fold would surely be welcomed by most EU leaders.
European Council President Donald Tusk said this week that
the EU is prepared to cancel Brexit. French President
Emmanuel Macron, for example, has suggested Britain could
still change its mind.

Opponents of the idea of a second referendum say it would
not solve anything even if voters chose to stay in the EU.
Supporters of Brexit would then demand a third, decisive ref-
erendum to resolve the question that has haunted the United
Kingdom since it lost its empire: Should it go it alone or part-
ner with the European project? —  Reuters 

A vote reversed: 
What is the path 
back from Brexit?


